
IG CloudOps Expands Reach as AWS
Consulting Partner with Over 70 Customers
Across 8 Countries

IG CloudOps - All we do is AWS & Azure

IG CloudOps, a partner of AWS and Azure,

announces expansion as an AWS

consulting partner, with a portfolio of

over 70 customers across 8 countries.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, May 7,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- IG

CloudOps, a provider of cloud

management services for AWS and

Azure, proudly announces its

expansion as an AWS consulting

partner, boasting a portfolio of over 70

customers spanning across 8 countries. With established offices in the UK and the USA, IG

CloudOps offers comprehensive support and consultancy services for AWS, delivered by its fully

certified team based in the UK. This significant expansion signifies a pivotal milestone for IG

CloudOps, underlining its continuous growth trajectory and reaffirming its position as a trusted

The IG CloudOps culture of

approachable

professionalism has been a

great match with my team.”

Dan Frost, Managing Director,

Adaptive

AWS partner for businesses aiming to sweat their AWS

infrastructure and extend their in-house knowledge.

As the adoption of continues to grow, businesses are

increasingly reliant on dependable and efficient cloud

management services. IG CloudOps has been at the

forefront of this paradigm shift, providing unparalleled

support and consultancy specifically tailored for AWS.

Armed with a team of certified AWS consultants and its

proprietary cloud management platform, CloudOps, the company consistently delivers

exceptional services to its clients. By optimising AWS infrastructure and streamlining costs

without compromising performance, IG CloudOps empowers its clients to navigate the

complexities of cloud computing with ease and confidence.

The expansion of IG CloudOps as an AWS consulting partner underscores the company's

unwavering commitment to delivering superior services to its clients. With a strong presence in

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.igcloudops.com/services/aws-support-consultancy
https://www.igcloudops.com/services/aws-support-consultancy
https://www.igcloudops.com/cloudops


both the UK and the USA, IG CloudOps is strategically positioned to cater to businesses across

diverse geographical regions, assisting them in unlocking the full potential of AWS. Linking up the

CloudOps platform, clients can scale and standardise their cloud operations seamlessly while

accessing on-demand consultancy and advisory services from a team of seasoned AWS experts.

"We are delighted to announce our expansion, with a robust presence in both the UK and the

USA," commented Garry Forsyth, Senior AWS Consultant at IG CloudOps. "This milestone reflects

our dedication to providing exceptional services and our steadfast commitment to remaining at

the forefront of the cloud landscape. We are excited to continue supporting our clients' cloud

journey and enabling them to thrive in an increasingly digital world."

The expansion of IG CloudOps as an AWS consulting partner is a testament to the company's

relentless pursuit of excellence and innovation. With a growing customer base and a global

footprint, IG CloudOps is poised to sustain its growth momentum and further establish itself as a

premier AWS partner. By offering tailored consultancy services and leveraging cutting-edge

technology, IG CloudOps is poised to drive positive outcomes for businesses seeking to harness

the power of AWS.

About IG CloudOps: IG CloudOps' is a US & UK based company providing managed services for

Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure. With a team of AWS and Azure consultants and a cloud

management platform (CloudOps). With its extensive expertise, global presence, and unwavering

focus on client satisfaction, IG CloudOps is primed to continue its current growth trajectory.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/707358693

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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